Because it is always better to have options.

Are you tired of replacing all your chain links even when only 1 or 2 are worn out? Would you like to be able to grease your Chain Wheel to prolong its life?

Insta-Chain Offers:

- Grease-able Chain Wheel Bearings
- Individually Replaceable Chain Strands - One at a time
- Non-Directional through hardened PEWAG Chain
- ‘6’ or ‘12’ Strand options per wheel
- Chain is fastened with 3/8” Grade 8 Fasteners

Upgrade your Chain Wheels to Insta-Chain today!

All Standard Chain Wheel Kits Include:

- 2-Chain Wheels
- 2-Chain Wheel Covers
- 2-Chain Wheel Bolts and Nuts
- 4-Chain Wheel Spacers

Available Chain Wheel sizes:
- 6 1/2” (165mm) diameter
- 7 1/2” (190mm) diameter

Please contact us to find which kit works best for you.

Insta-Chain
phone 800-633-0699 / email info@insta-chain.com